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Real World HTTP
2020-04

webテクノロジーの基礎となるhttpとその関連技術を解説する学習書の改訂版 最低限知っておきたいhttpの知識を解説

Chimu giku
2013-07-19

複数のプログラマが関わる場合 優れたコードを書くだけではプロジェクトは成功しない 全員が最終目標に向かって協力することが重要であり チームの協力はプロジェクト成
功のカギとなる 本書は subversionをはじめ たくさんのフリーソフトウェア開発に関わり その後googleでプログラマを経てリーダーを務めるようになった著
者が エンジニアが他人とうまくやる コツを紹介するものである チームを作る三本柱 や チーム文化のつくり方 から 有害な人への対処法 までエンジニアの社会性について
楽しい逸話とともに解説する

ベタープログラマ
2017-12

優れたプログラマーになるために 日々の習慣 学習 他者との関係などについて述べた書籍



デザインの伝え方
2016-09

自らが考えるデザインをデザイナ以外の人たちに理解してもらうためのコミュケーションの手法を解説

Real World Teen Services
2015

there are plenty of resources about teen services that focus on ya readers advisory and
programming ideas but the basics of day to day service to teens in the library setting a
discipline requiring specific skills is all too often glossed over in professional literature as a
result many lis grads begin serving teens armed with an incomplete understanding of why
their job is both important and unique and what they need to know from day one this
compromises their effectiveness as both young adult librarians and advocates for teen
services in this down to earth book former library journal mover shaker velásquez explores
real world challenges and obstacles to teen service that often present themselves offering
solutions and guidance for both new ya librarians and those wanting to freshen up their
approach presenting fresh ways of thinking about the role of the teen services librarian and



how it fits into the organizational structure velásquez combines field tested approaches with
current research to tackle common teen library service issues such as truancy curfews
programming philosophy and mission privacy and organizational resistance whether subtle or
overtaddresses each topic from the perspective of working with teens family members fellow
colleagues and community stakeholderspresents realistic strategies to help shift a library s
culture towards one that embraces teens and teen servicesshows how to get the most out of
a library s teen space discussing factors like location age restrictions time of day restrictions
and staffing plus suggestions for using the shelf space of the ya collection as a starting
pointthis book goes beyond the what and how of teen services to get to the why ensuring
that both new and experienced practitioners will understand the ways teens want to use
public space discover and create information and interact with peers and adults

The Pedagogy of Real Talk
2021-05-28

real talk means real results to reach students who may see school as an obstacle rather than
an opportunity connection and trust must come first paul hernandez a former at risk student
is now a nationally recognized award winning educator and trainer his real talk is a practical
methodology that helps education professionals build rapport with students at promise while



creating learning experiences that are relevant and life changing this updated and expanded
second edition of a bestseller provides an intensive robust experience enabling teachers to
create and implement connections with their teaching you will develop an understanding of
the education research and theories that underlie the real talk approach learn the how to s
for implementing real talk with any group of learners benefit from diverse and unique case
studies applications and lessons learned teaching with transparency authenticity creativity
and grit will lead to higher achievement student engagement and graduation rates and fewer
discipline problems designed to be used by any teacher and with any curriculum from
elementary through post secondary real talk will change your teaching and develop
persistent optimistic students who feel a sense of belonging

ゲームデザインバイブル
2019-09

さまざまな観点からゲームとゲームデザイナーのあり方に対する考え方や意識 哲学的な内容を中心に構成された一冊



ハイパフォーマンスブラウザネットワーキング
2014-05-15

本書は ブラウザ に関連する インターネットで使用される様々なネットワーク技術をまとめたものです websocketやhttp 2 0やwebrtcのように最新ブラ
ウザで簡単に動作する新しい技術から そのような技術の土台となるtcpやudpやトランスポート層についてまで幅広くカバーします

Creating Evidence from Real World Patient Digital Data
2021-04-07

topic editor dr eric daza is senior statistician at clarify health solutions all other topic editors
declare no competing interests with regards to the research topic subject

ePub - European Conference on Social Media
2014-11-07

this book is a synthesis of the complex interdependencies between user interface design of
digital screen and learning process it is analyzed the impact of digital revolution on learning



phases of digital textbooks use and development specific features of educational system
learning environment psycho pedagogical characteristics of xxi students user interface
design topology user interface design features of digital textbooks in accordance with human
thinking paradigms critical thinking of user interfaces and content linear systems global and
metasystems design approach one special chapter describes innovative organizational forms
of learning with digital textbooks metasystems learning design of digital textbooks will be of
particular interest to the readers because this is an innovative approach of learning design
which proved the experimental data of the instructional dynamic and flexible strategy it
proved the practical application of didactical model of digital textbooks for chemistry and
mathematics the main benefits for reader refers on understanding the applicability of
metasystems learning design for digital textbook use and development in particular for stem
education it takes more than analysis to help readers overcome the impact of user interface
design of digital textbook on learning outcomes

User Interface Design of Digital Textbooks
2016-09-06

every graphics professional worth his or her salt knows the importance of color management
no matter how much thought artist and client put into the color scheme for a given project all



of that work is for naught if you can t get your results to match your expectations enter real
world color management second edition in this thoroughly updated under the hood reference
authors bruce fraser chris murphy and fred bunting draw on their years of professional
experience to show you everything you need to know about color management whether your
final destination is print or film real world color management second edition takes the
mystery out of color management covering everything from color theory and color models to
understanding how devices interpret and display color you ll find expert advice for building
and fine tuning color profiles for input and output devices digital cameras and scanners
displays printers and more selecting the right color management workflow and managing
color within and across major design applications get real world color management second
edition and get ready to dazzle

Real World Color Management
2004-09-08

a guide to the desktop publishing and page layout program covers manipulation of text and
graphics adding effects applying color and digital publishing



Real World Adobe InDesign CS6
2012

sharpen your indesign skills with this definitive resource created specifically for design
professionals who need to produce great work in indesign cc regardless of the delivery
platform best selling authors olav martin kvern david blatner and bob bringhurst share their
hands on techniques to help you master indesign s advanced layout tools this book is
brimming with insightful advice illustrations and shortcuts that will have you producing high
quality work in no time this is the book that experts open to find real answers to their
questions about indesign it s written in a friendly visual style that offers accurate information
and creative inspiration for every indesign user whether you re publishing to a tablet mobile
phone or traditional print publication in real world adobe indesign cc you ll learn how to use
the new creative cloud features and enhancements including managing font menu favorites
qr codes and much more prep documents and use the improved epub export feature for web
and mobile publishing take full advantage of the best typesetting features on the market use
best practices for consistent color management increase productivity with scripts and other
automation features



Real World Adobe InDesign CC
2013-07-05

this is a tutorial guide to gain in depth knowledge such as realizing projects to migrate
traditional telephony to unified communications inside an organization this book is targeted
at three audiences business decision makers technical advocates and it decision makers as
this is also a fundamental book on real time collaboration technology it is also suitable for
anyone who is interested in the future of communications

Microsoft Lync 2013 Unified Communications: From
Telephony to Real-Time Communication in the Digital
Age
2013-04-25

an exciting science fiction collection that looks at what future communication might look like
and how our shifting relationships with technology could change this most human of
capabilities in communications breakdown award winning editor jonathan strahan asks some



of the world s best science fiction writers to consider how the very idea of communication
might change in the future rich terrain for speculation this anthology brims with human
stories about the future face of our age old need to connect as cyberpunk pioneer william
gibson said the future is already here it s just not evenly distributed so what happens when
inequalities keep the future from everyone s front door who is in control these stories show
humanity s ability to construct the best possible worlds while also battling our potential to
inflict unlimited harm communications breakdown features contributions from canadian
science fiction and fantasy hall of famer cory doctorow the winner of the times of india auther
award lavanya lakshminarayan hugo award winner ian mcdonald as well as an interview with
digital privacy activist chris gilliard by author and journalist tim maughan breaking down how
we think about communication communications breakdown calls readers to look at how
vulnerable our modes of communication and indeed we ourselves are contributors elizabeth
bear s b divya cory doctorow chris gilliard lavanya lakshminarayan ken macleod tim
maughan ian mcdonald anil menon premee mohamed and shiv ramdas artwork by ashley
mackenzie

Communications Breakdown
2023-10-31



communication is an essential life skill that every teen must learn based on the new
harbinger classic messages this book will teach you the necessary skills such as
assertiveness active listening and compassion to become an effective communicator for life
in an age of social media texting and ever evolving technology it s easy to forget how to
engage in real face to face communication a critical skill for your future success as you
become more connected to your smartphone and the internet your ability to connect in
person may diminish but technology doesn t replace the need for effective communication
skills in fact successful personal and professional relationships are dependent upon
connecting with people face to face communication skills for teens provides the guidance you
need to become a better communicator and succeed in all areas of life you ll also learn tons
of essential life skills including active listening assertiveness clarifying language the art of an
apology compassion interviewing skills family communication and more each chapter focuses
on one key aspect of communication offers a real teen s perspective and includes practical
exercises to help you apply what you ve learned in the real world away from your computer
and smartphone screens by following the practical skills based tips in each chapter of this
book you ll learn powerful communication techniques to last a lifetime



Communication Skills for Teens
2016-01-02

global communication a multicultural perspective third edition brings together diverse issues
and expert perspectives of twenty two notable and accomplished communication scholars
representing eight countries around the world together they discuss international
communication public relations and advertising cultural implications of globalization
international law and regulation transnational media the shifting politics of media trends in
communication and information technology and much more the third edition is fully updated
to reflect major events that have impacted our global communication environment three new
chapters on global journalism and gender ethnicity and religion and shifting politics in global
media and communication have been added to make this volume more comprehensive this
book will help students understand the emergence of globalization and its effects on a
worldwide scale features contributors represent canada croatia holland india germany
sweden turkey and the united states end of chapter questions are updated and intended to
stimulate classroom discussion an expanded key terms and acronyms used in the book are
included an updated and comprehensive list of suggested readings provides students and
instructors further information about the issues covered in this book helpful internet links to
information relevant to topics discussed are suggested throughout the book



Creating eBooks for Education
2019-07-05

imagine fuel without fear no climate change no oil spills no dead coalminers no dirty air no
devastated lands no lost wildlife no energy poverty no oil fed wars tyrannies or terrorists no
leaking nuclear wastes or spreading nuclear weapons nothing to run out nothing to cut off
nothing to worry about just energy abundance benign and affordable for all forever that
richer fairer cooler safer world is possible practical even profitable because saving and
replacing fossil fuels now works better and costs no more than buying and burning them
reinventing fire shows how business motivated by profit supported by civil society sped by
smart policy can get the us completely off oil and coal by 2050 and later beyond natural gas
as well authored by a world leader on energy and innovation the book maps a robust path for
integrating real here and now comprehensive energy solutions in four industries
transportation buildings electricity and manufacturing melding radically efficient energy use
with reliable secure renewable energy supplies popular in tone and rooted in applied hope
reinventing fire shows how smart businesses are creating a potent global market driven and
explosively growing movement to defossilize fuels it points readers to trillions in savings over
the next 40 years and trillions more in new business opportunities whether you care most
about national security or jobs and competitive advantage or climate and environment this



major contribution by world leaders in energy innovation offers startling innovations will
support your values inspire your support and transform your sense of possibility pragmatic
citizens today are more interested in outcomes than motives reinventing fire answers this
trans ideological call whether you care most about national security or jobs and competitive
advantage or climate and environment its startling innovations will support your values
inspire your support and transform your sense of possibility

Global Communication
2011-10-15

this book examines how society has been affected by the social upheaval of the years since
george floyd s death and efforts by those in education and educational technology to address
the concerns of equity community and social justice this book is a practical yet scholarly
guide in the pursuit of inclusive design drawing from a diverse range of authors with a broad
range of application and theory the chapters go beyond a narrow view of inclusive learning
design and address issues in a broad range of fields this book is appropriate for all levels of
learning with a distinct focus on higher education and graduate education



Creating Powerpoint Projects in Education
2023-11-09

creating and maintaining resilient supply chains will your supply chain survive the twists and
turns of the global economy can it deliver mission critical supplies and services in the face of
disaster or other business interruption a resilient supply chain can do those things and more
in creating and maintaining resilient supply chains global expert andrew hiles applies the
principles of risk and business continuity to enable a reliable flow of materials and
information that is a win for everyone involved from over 30 years of experience working with
companies like yours the author of creating and maintaining resilient supply chains helps you
to understand the criticality of procurement and supply chain management to the health of
your organization relate the time tested principles of good business continuity planning to
constructing a reliable supply chain apply risk management principles to evaluate vendors
and create effective contracts create the specifications that will result in a good tender or bid
anticipate contract issues when you are dealing with other legal systems including
international commercial law anglo saxon law civil code sharia code and european law in one
short book hiles distills the knowledge of a lifetime to prepare you to handle risks pitfalls and
potential ambiguities as a result you will know how to carefully plan and negotiate supply
chain relationships that benefit all the organizations involved



Reinventing Fire
2016-06-30

this handbook provides a systematic overview of the present state of international research
in digital public history individual studies by internationally renowned public historians digital
humanists and digital historians elucidate central issues in the field and present a critical
account of the major public history accomplishments research activities and practices with
the public and of their digital context the handbook applies an international and comparative
approach looks at the historical development of the field focuses on technical background
and the use of specific digital media and tools furthermore the handbook analyzes
connections with local communities and different publics worldwide when engaging in digital
activities with the past indicating directions for future research and teaching activities

Toward Inclusive Learning Design
2022-04-04

by highlighting the use of emerging technologies in pedagogy and drawing on real life case
studies the authors in this volume address the ongoing debate that technology brings a



positive effect on education and beyond they demonstrate how technology continues to fulfil
the challenges of creating a more democratic educational environment

Creating and Maintaining Resilient Supply Chains
2020-11-12

the use of technology can significantly enhance educational environments for students it is
imperative to study new software hardware and gadgets for the improvement of teaching
and learning practices the handbook of research on mobile devices and smart gadgets in k
12 education is a pivotal reference source featuring the latest scholarly research on the
opportunities and challenges of using handheld technology devices in primary and secondary
education including coverage on a wide variety of topics and perspectives such as blended
learning game based curriculum and software applications this publication is ideally designed
for educators researchers students and technology experts seeking current research on new
trends in the use of technology in education



Handbook of Digital Public History
2017-07-12

critical communication lessons for sustained corporate success the bullseye principle is the
definitive how to guide for communicating collaborating and executing as a leader in the
corporate arena with these soft skills trending above technical knowledge in executive wish
lists this book provides invaluable guidance for new and experienced leaders alike from the
planning stages to the outcome and beyond the discussion features critical insight and
actionable tips based on award winning methods polish your presence utilize intention
influence emotion engage workers build relationships make connections and leverage the
power of storytelling it all comes down to technique this book shows you everything you need
to know to start communicating more effectively starting today the success of any
communication rests more on how the information is conveyed than what that information
actually is at every level in every sphere effective leaders strive to master key skills that
inspire empower motivate and more this book gives you a solid blueprint for effective
communication in nearly any situation merging the practical and theoretical to help you
master the most challenging business interactions become more influential as a leader and
communicator adopt a 3 step methodology to collaborate more effectively build your
personal brand and executive presence toward sustained success most people believe that



their communications skills are satisfactory for their jobs most managers would disagree that
gap in perception presents a problem that ripples beyond your chances of promotion where
your communication fails it has the capacity to affect the organization as a whole the
bullseye principle helps you build a robust repertoire of communication skills that put you
ahead of the pack

International Perspectives on the Role of Technology in
Humanizing Higher Education
2018-04-03

if you re a designer or other creative professional who needs to create digital documents that
will be read on multiple devices you will be thrilled with the powerful tools in adobe indesign
cc now you just need to know what to do with them digital publishing with adobe indesign cc
examines not just the how of using the tools but also the when and why of choosing among
the various digital format options epub pdf html tablet app and so on clear explanations and
plenty of full color graphics will guide you through the potentially confusing digital publishing
landscape written by two longtime publishing experts the book thoroughly covers the theory
and best practices for creating and using buttons hyperlinks video audio forms animations
slideshows and ipad interactivity to enhance and enliven your digital publications you ll learn



to select the digital format that best fits the needs of your content and your audience design
both reflowable and fixed layout epub documents use liquid layout rules to automatically
resize and reflow content to fit different sized devices add interactivity to create exciting pdf
presentations configure your epub files for the best results across various reader i m really
thrilled to see this second edition of digital publishing with adobe indesign the indesign team
is always trying to push the possibilities of digital publishing whether via epub dps or pdf this
book captures that excitement and helps the reader be successful in this ever changing field
chris kitchener group product manager design segment adobe systems

Storytelling to Accelerate Climate Solutions
2014-11-18

the chapters in this book consist of selected papers that were presented at the 2nd
international conference and poster exhibition on semiotics and visual communication at the
cyprus university of technology in october 2015 they investigate the theme of the conference
culture of seduction the seduction of culture and look at seduction as in deception not sexual
enticement but as a mechanism of attraction and appeal which has often been the case in
many communication strategies and approaches used by mass and popular culture seduction
has historic and increasing agency in visual communication the urgency to entice viewers is



ever more powerful in difficult economic times in an increasingly hyper real world and
designers are led to become exceedingly complicit in its strategies the contributions here
cover a range of approaches from theoretical aspects of seduction in verbal and nonverbal
communication public spaces design and meaning seductive strategies and advertising
design as well as fashion representations and packaging design

Handbook of Research on Mobile Devices and Smart
Gadgets in K-12 Education
2018-04-18

the definitive reference book with real world solutions you won t find anywhere else the big
book of dashboards presents a comprehensive reference for those tasked with building or
overseeing the development of business dashboards comprising dozens of examples that
address different industries and departments healthcare transportation finance human
resources marketing customer service sports etc and different platforms print desktop tablet
smartphone and conference room display the big book of dashboards is the only book that
matches great dashboards with real world business scenarios by organizing the book based
on these scenarios and offering practical and effective visualization examples the big book of
dashboards will be the trusted resource that you open when you need to build an effective



business dashboard in addition to the scenarios there s an entire section of the book that is
devoted to addressing many practical and psychological factors you will encounter in your
work it s great to have theory and evidenced based research at your disposal but what will
you do when somebody asks you to make your dashboard cooler by adding packed bubbles
and donut charts the expert authors have a combined 30 plus years of hands on experience
helping people in hundreds of organizations build effective visualizations they have fought
many best practices battles and having endured bring an uncommon empathy to help you
the reader of this book survive and thrive in the data visualization world a well designed
dashboard can point out risks opportunities and more but common challenges and
misconceptions can make your dashboard useless at best and misleading at worst the big
book of dashboards gives you the tools guidance and models you need to produce great
dashboards that inform enlighten and engage

The Bullseye Principle
2017-04-24

the rapid growth in online and virtual learning opportunities has created culturally diverse
classes and corporate training sessions instruction for these learning opportunities must
adjust to meet participant needs online course management concepts methodologies tools



and applications is a comprehensive reference source for the latest scholarly material on the
trends techniques and management of online and distance learning environments and
examines the benefits and challenges of these developments highlighting a range of
pertinent topics such as blended learning social presence and educational online games this
multi volume book is ideally designed for administrators developers instructors staff technical
support and students actively involved in teaching in online learning environments

Digital Publishing with Adobe InDesign CC
2018-03-02

blockchain and cryptocurrencies have recently captured the interest of academics and those
in industry cryptocurrencies are essentially digital currencies that use blockchain technology
and cryptography to facilitate secure and anonymous transactions the cryptocurrency market
is currently worth over 500 billion many institutions and countries are starting to understand
and implement the idea of cryptocurrencies in their business models this special issue will
provide a collection of papers from leading experts in the area of blockchain and
cryptocurrencies the topics covered in this special issue will include but are not limited to the
following academic research on blockchain and cryptocurrencies industrial applications of
blockchain and cryptocurrencies applications of fintech in academia and industry the



economics of blockchain technology and the financial analysis and risk management with
cryptocurrencies

Semiotics and Visual Communication II
2021-01-13

this book presents best selected papers presented at the second international conference on
emerging technologies for computing communication and smart cities etccs 2021 held on 21
22 august 2021 at bfcet punjab india iei india members supported externally it is co
organized by southern federal university russia university of jan wyżykowski ujw polkowice
poland sd college of engineering technology muzaffarnagar nagar india as an academic
partner and csi india for technical support the book includes current research works in the
areas of network and computing technologies wireless networks and internet of things iot
futuristic computing technologies communication technologies security and privacy

The Big Book of Dashboards
2022-04-21



reach out for that big goal the methods of change management are outdated today focus and
inspiration matter the most rené esteban shows leaders how to help their team to give their
all for an attractive goal how to keep it in sight against all odds and how to work towards it
with zeal and enthusiasm rené mixes his own tried and tested experiences from the
corporate world with surprisingly effective psychological methods do epic stuff explains how
leaders develop the kind of outstanding team which will be at the foundation of future
organizations there is nothing more attractive than a goal full of purpose which makes
everyone move in the same direction the insights from this book will be the tools for your
great breakthrough success as a leader top executives from the likes of allianz bmw e on and
deutsche telekom contribute their expert knowledge on how to inspire teams and how to help
them reach that big audacious goal inspiring and focused rené esteban showcases that
achieving epic business goals is possible brian tracy author of the new york times bestseller
eat that frog

Online Course Management: Concepts, Methodologies,
Tools, and Applications
2020-04-08

smart and sustainable approaches for optimizing performance of wireless network explores



the intersection of sustainable growth green computing and automation and performance
optimization of 5g wireless networks smart and sustainable approaches for optimizing
performance of wireless networks explores how wireless sensing applications green
computing and big data analytics can increase the energy efficiency and environmental
sustainability of real time applications across areas such as healthcare agriculture
construction and manufacturing bringing together an international team of expert
contributors this authoritative volume highlights the limitations of conventional technologies
and provides methodologies and approaches for addressing quality of service qos issues and
optimizing network performance in depth chapters cover topics including blockchain assisted
secure data sharing smart 5g internet of things iot scenarios intelligent management of ad
hoc networks and the use of artificial intelligence ai machine learning ml and deep learning dl
techniques in smart healthcare smart manufacturing and smart agriculture covers design
implementation optimization and sustainability of wireless and sensor based networks
discusses concepts of sustainability and green computing as well as their relevance to
society and the environment addresses green automation applications in various disciplines
such as computer science nanoscience information technology it and biochemistry explores
various smart and sustainable approaches for current wireless and sensor based networks
includes detailed case studies of current methodologies applications and implementations
smart and sustainable approaches for optimizing performance of wireless networks real time
applications is an essential resource for academic researchers and industry professionals



working to integrate sustainable development and information and communications
technology ict

Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies
2022-01-28

this book offers balanced coverage of the technological solutions that contribute to the
design of digital textbooks and contribute to achieving learning objectives offering an
emphasis on assessment mechanisms and learning theory

Emerging Technologies for Computing, Communication
and Smart Cities
2015-04-30

動くソフトウェアを素早く開発するための アジャイルソフトウェア開発手法 を 実際に導入するにはどうすればよいかを 豊富な図を使い親しみやすい言葉で解説しています
経験豊かな著者が具体的なノウハウをまとめた本書は アジャイル開発を導入したいと考えている組織や人のための 現場のマニュアル として役立ってくれることでしょう



Do Epic Stuff!
2011-07-16

how best to adapt established companies to a rapidly changing economy has long been a
topic of debate in both the corporate and academic worlds this challenge is especially
pressing for large organizations that may have grown top heavy and rigid with time but now
need to be light on their feet to stay relevant and profitable until now the best attempts have
consisted of plucking tools and methods from the world of start ups and applying them
wholesale in large corporate environments most of these efforts have either fizzled or failed
outright because they lacked a framework for a comprehensive corporation sized rollout the
loop approach introduces a new series of methods that could help change the course of
operations for even the most colossal organizations sebastian klein and ben hughes provide a
wide ranging set of guidelines for achieving corporate agility complete with checklists and
worksheets that should prove instantly applicable want proof the methods outlined in the
loop approach have already been successfully implemented at such european corporate
giants as audi deutsche bahn and telekom



Smart and Sustainable Approaches for Optimizing
Performance of Wireless Networks
2020-05

blended learning combines the conventional face to face course delivery with an online
component the synergetic effect of the two modalities has proved to be of superior didactic
value to each modality on its own the highly improved interaction it offers to students as well
as direct accessibility to the lecturer adds to the hitherto unparalleled learning outcomes
blended learning in engineering education recent developments in curriculum assessment
and practice highlights current trends in engineering education involving face to face and
online curriculum delivery this book will be especially useful to lecturers and postgraduate
undergraduate students as well as university administrators who would like to not only get an
up to date overview of contemporary developments in this field but also help enhance
academic performance at all levels

Psychological and Pedagogical Considerations in



Digital Textbook Use and Development
2018-11-06

アジャイルサムライ――達人開発者への道

The Loop Approach
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